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Abstract

We analyze possibleCP-violatingeffectsinducedin theZ decay with hard photon radiation byγZZ andγ γZ anomalous
vertices.Weestimatethesensibility of future linear colliderexperimentson thesecouplings coming fromCP-oddasymmetries
associated to angular correlations of thethreeparticle final statein e+e− → Z → µ+µ−γ . We find that a linearcollider with

an integrated luminosity of 500 fb−1 and
√

s = 0.05TeV can place the bound|hγ,Z
1 | < 0.92 at the 90% confidencelevel for

these couplings.
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Trilinear gauge boson self-couplings have bee
studied as anewsource of CP-violating interactions
high energies[1–4]. In particular, anomalous neutr
triple gaugecouplings (NTGC),whichare not presen
at tree level in the Standard Model (SM),may induce
CP-violating effects inprocessessuch as γ e → Ze

[5], e+e− → γZ [6], e+e− → ZZ [7], γ γ → t t̄ [8]
andpp̄ → Zγ [4].
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In the presentLetter we are interested in study
ing the CP-violating effects induced by NTGC in t
radiative decayZ → µ+µ−γ . The contributingdi-
agrams to this decay mode are depicted inFig. 1.
Fig. 1(a) refers to the SM contribution, theotherdia-
grams include CP-violatingeffectiveverticesdenoted
by heavy dots.To lowest order, the CP-violatingef-
fects in thisreactionare induced by the interferenc
between the SM contribution and any one of the ot
diagramsshown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1(b) and (c) corre
spond to the contributions arising from the electric a
weak dipolemoments ofthe muon. Since thesemo-
mentsare tightly bounded[9], their contributionex-
nse.
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Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams contributing to CP-violating effects in the decayZ → µ+µ−γ . The heavy dots denote CP-violating effecti
vertices. Crossed diagrams are not shown,V ∗ stands forZ or γ .
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clude any observable CP-violating effect in the de
Z → µ+µ−γ [4,10]. The possible CP-violating ef
fects induced by the contact interactionµµγZ shown
in Fig. 1(d) have been studied in Ref.[10]. However,
it has been pointed out[4,11] that a fully gauge invari-
ant effective Lagrangian that induces this local int
action also generates the CP-violating verticesµµZ

andµµγ shown inFig. 1(b) and (c). When all thes
new vertices are taken into account, the interfere
between the lowest order SM diagram and the n
CP-violating contributions vanishes for the proce
e+e− → µ+µ−γ and one is left with no CP-od
effects. Nonetheless, the L3 Collaboration searc
for CP-violating effects in the decay of theZ bo-
son with hard photon radiation and they could set
upper bound on the CP-violating couplingµ+µ−γZ

[12].
We will assume that possible CP-violating effe

in the decayZ → µ+µ−γ are induced by the effec
tive verticesZZγ and Zγγ shown inFig. 1(e). In
Ref. [10], it was argued that is not necessary to stu
the CP-violating effects induced in this decay mode
the NTGC since the Lorentz structure of the respec
amplitude reduces to that obtained for the contact
teractionµ+µ−γZ, Fig. 1(d). Our point of view in
the present Letter is that this argument is not eno
to disregard the contribution of the TNGC to the C
violating effects in the decayZ → µ+µ−γ . It has
been pointed out[3,13] that these effective vertice
have a rather rich structure in the framework of
effective Lagrangian formalism. They may be gen
ated in both the linear and non-linear realization of
SU(2)L × U(1) gauge symmetry. We have shown[3]
that in both realizations, the NTGC induce the sa
Lorentz structure but that this structure may be
duced by operators of dimension 6 in the non-lin
scenario or operators of dimension 8 in the case
the linear realization of theSU(2)L × U(1) symme-
try. As a consequence, any one of these construct
may generate CP-odd observables which could be
dependent of those induced by theµ+µ−γZ contact
interaction or the weak and electric dipole moments
the muon.

The most general form of theZα(p)V β(q)γ µ(k)

vertex function, withV β = γ,Z, whenZα andγ µ are
on-shell and which respects Lorentz and electrom
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Γ
ZV ∗γ
αβµ (p, q, k)

= ie

m2
Z

[
hV

1

(
kαgµβ − kβgµα

)

+ hV
2

m2
Z

qα
(
q · kgβµ − kβqµ

) + hV
3 εαβµνkν

(1)+ hV
4

m2
Z

qαεβµνρpνqρ

](
q2
V − m2

V

)
,

where mZ is the Z-boson mass and the first tw
terms in (1) are CP-violating and the other two a
CP-conserving. The respective couplingsh

γ,Z

i have
been bounded ine+e− andpp̄ collisions[9,14]: hZ

1 ∈
[−0.15,0.14], hZ

2 ∈ [−0.09,0.08], hZ
3 ∈ [−0.22,

0.11], hZ
4 ∈ [−0.07,0.15], h

γ

1 ∈ [−0.06,0.06], h
γ

2 ∈
[−0.05,0.02], h

γ

3 ∈ [−0.06,0.004], h
γ

4 ∈ [−0.004,

0.042].
Following Refs.[10,12], we will use the angula

correlations of the three particles in the final state
e+e− → Z → µ+µ−γ in order to test CP-violating
effects induced by the anomalousZZγ/Zγ γ cou-
plings. The following CP-odd observables have be
proposed[10] to search for CP-violation in this radia
tive decay

T = (k̂µ+ − k̂µ−) · p̂e+(k̂µ+ × k̂µ−) · p̂e+ ,

(2)V = (k̂µ+ × k̂µ−) · p̂e+ ,

where k̂µ+ and k̂µ− are both the unitary vectors o
muon and antimuon, respectively,p̂e+ is the direction
of colliding positron.

We use the narrow-width approximation and
order to suppress the SM contributions from rad
tive Z decay, we impose the cuts:PT γ � 10 GeV,
PT µ− � 20 GeV,PT µ+ � 20 GeV[4,12]. In Fig. 2we
present the energy distributions for the emitted pho
when we consider separately the SM and TNGB c
tributions. While the SM contribution is peaked in t
forward direction, the CP-odd distribution has a ma
mum at large values of the photon energy.Fig. 3shows
the distributions expected in thisZ radiative decay for
the observablesT andV obtained with a Monte Carlo
program for the numerical integration usinghV

1 . It is
observed a rather slight asymmetry between nega
and positive values ofT andV . In order to estimate
Fig. 2. Energy distributions of the photon emitted
e+e− → µ+µ−Z for SM (solid line) and TNGB (dotted
line) contributions withhV

1 = 1.

Fig. 3. Distributions for the CP-odd observablesV (solid line) andT
(dotted line) corresponding to the interference between the SM
TNGB contributions (hV

1 = 1).

the sensitivity of the TESLA collider to thehV
1 cou-

plings, we will make use of the relative asymmetr
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Fig. 4. Asymmetries for the CP-odd observablesV (dotted line)
andT (solid line) corresponding to the interference between the
and TNGB contributions (hV

1 = 1).

between negative and positive values of the obs
ablesT andV [12]:

(3)AT = NT >0 − NT <0

NT >0 + NT <0
,

(4)AV = NV >0 − NV <0

NV >0 + NV <0
.

In Fig. 4 these asymmetries are shown for int
vals in |T | and |V |, respectively. Using these resul
we can obtain 90% CL limits on thehV

1 vertices as a
function of |T | and|V | (Fig. 5). We find that the bes
limits are obtained for|V | ∼ 1, which correspond to
|hV

1 | � 0.92. These limits correspond to a future line
collider with

√
s = 500 GeV and an integrated lum

nosity of 500 fb−1. We found no difference for th
asymmetries induced by thehZ

1 andh
γ

1 couplings due
to the Lorentz structure shown in Eq.(1), while the re-
spective CP-odd effects induced by the couplingshV

2
are even more suppressed due to the extra suppre
factorm2

Z in Eq.(1).
In conclusion, our numerical study has shown t

anomalous CP-violating verticesZZγ andZγγ also
give rise to CP-odd asymmetries associated to
gular correlations of the three particle final sta
While rare Z decays may be sensitive to both t
CP-conserving and CP-violatinghV

i couplings[16],
the detection of theAT and AV asymmetries in the
radiative decayZ → µ+µ − γ may be used to ge
specific constraints on the CP-violatinghV

i couplings.
We have derived sensitivity limits expected in a
ture linear collider for the CP-violating verticesZZγ
n

Fig. 5. The 90% CL contours onhV
1 from the asymmetriesAT (solid

line) andAV (dotted line) as function of the CP-odd variablesT

andV .

and Zγγ . These sensitivity limits onhV
1 are about

one order of magnitude below than those obtai
from CP-conserving observables ine+e− experiments
[14,15] or from future experiments ine+e− → γZ

with a transverse beam polarization[7]. However, the
analysis presented in this Letter has shown that an
provement in the luminosity expected in a future T
linear collider[17] may impose better and independe
bounds on the CP-odd couplingshV

1 .
The calculations involved in the present wo

needed a considerable symbolic and numerical c
putation. We achieved this objective by using Fe
Calc into the Mathematica for symbolic manipulatio
as reduction of traces of Dirac matrices, simplificat
of large expressions, etc. Fortran program code
used as translator from results obtained by VEG
to graphical environment by program PAW++. T
numerical phase space integrations were done
VEGAS program into the COMPHEP, like also Mon
Carlo events generation.
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